
 

A new standard in adolescent 
personality assessment
The MMPI‑A‑RF® is the most up‑to‑date, empirically based 
personality assessment for use with adolescents. The test mirrors 
the structure of the MMPI‑2‑RF®, the most recent version for use 
with adults, and includes several adolescent-specific scales. The 
MMPI‑A‑RF is composed of 241 items, is linked to current models 
of psychopathology and personality, and features 48 empirically 
validated scales relevant for use with adolescents in a variety of 
clinical, forensic, and school settings.

Clinical, school, and counseling psychologists can use the 
MMPI‑A‑RF to help:

• Identify potential problems and possible root causes early

• Assess major manifestations of psychological dysfunction

• Support diagnosis and treatment planning in a variety  
of settings

• Make decisions for appropriate referrals

• Share information with parents, teachers, and others in the 
adolescent’s support network

Overview 
Age Range: 14–18 

Qualification Level: C

Completion time:  
25–30 minutes computer‑
administered; 
30–45 minutes paper‑and‑pencil

Items: 241 adolescent-specific items 
from the MMPI®‑A item pool

Norm group: 1,610 adolescents  
(805 boys, 805 girls from  
MMPI‑A normative sample)

Development sample:  
15,128 adolescents  
(9,286 boys and 5,842 girls)

Languages: English, Spanish for U.S.

“ With outstanding psychometric properties, 
theoretically driven hierarchical organization, and 
clinically relevant scales, the MMPI‑A‑RF® is now 
the most comprehensive measure available for 
assessing and understanding adolescent emotional, 
interpersonal, and behavioral functioning and 
personality characteristics.”

— Hope Goldberg, PhD, ABPP-CN
Private Practitioner, Adult and Adolescent Clinical Neuropsychology

Pasadena, CA

For pricing and ordering, visit 
PearsonClinical.com/MMPIARF

Robert P. Archer, Richard W. Handel, Yossef S. Ben-Porath,  
and Auke Tellegen
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Take advantage of introductory offers!

Complimentary MMPI-A-RF Trial
• Two free Interpretive Reports on Q‑global 
• Complimentary MMPI‑A‑RF Digital Manual and User’s Guide 

(accessible through Q‑global) 

MMPI-A-RF Webinars
Register for a complimentary, author‑led webinar describing the 
rationale for and methods used to develop the MMPI‑A‑RF, and the 
various features and benefits of the test.

Visit PearsonClinical.com/MMPIARF

Key features and benefits
• 48 empirically validated scales relevant for use with adolescents in a variety of clinical, 

forensic, and school settings

• Shorter test length reduces the administration burden on adolescents

• Concise and transparent interpretation guidelines

• Customizable options provide greater reporting flexibility for clinicians

• Comparison groups allow for an additional level of interpretation across several settings

Convenient and flexible administration, scoring, and reporting
Q‑global® offers flexibility and convenience in a secure web-based system. Now you can 
administer, score, and generate immediate reports for the MMPI‑A‑RF from any computer, 
laptop, or tablet that is connected to the internet.

Q Local™ administration, scoring, and reporting and Mail‑In scoring and reporting are also available. 
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